Preparation and electromagnetic wave absorbing properties of 3D graphene/pine needle-like iron nano-acicular whisker composites
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The improvement of high reflection loss and broad frequency bandwidth for electromagnetic wave absorption materials is a long-term effort. The superb micro-structures of the absorber have significant impact on increasing reflection loss and broadening frequency bandwidth. Herein, we prepared 3D graphene by chemical vapor deposition and then 3D graphene/pine needle-like iron nano-acicular whisker composites were in situ synthesized by an electrochemical deposition process under an electric field using 3D graphene as substrate. The nano-acicular whiskers show different sizes and the mean diameter of the individual iron nano-acicular whiskers was about 150 nm. The saturation magnetization ($M_S$) of the 3D graphene/iron nano-acicular whisker composite was about 42.65 emu g$^{-1}$ and the coercivity ($H_C$) was 143 Oe, and it shows good magnetic properties. In the frequency range of 2–18 GHz, the reflection loss value of the graphene/iron nano-acicular whisker composites with a thickness of 2 mm could reach $-12.81$ dB at 10.95 GHz and the effective absorption bandwidth below $-10$ dB was 2.16 GHz. The nano-acicular whiskers could effectively improve the electromagnetic wave absorbing properties. The results suggested that the as-prepared graphene/iron nano-acicular whisker nanocomposite showed great potential applications as a new absorber material.

Introduction

Electromagnetic (EM) wave absorbing materials have attracted great technical and scientific interest due to their extensive applications including in military and civilian areas. With the development of radar technology, stealth aircraft and warships show a strong viability and the invisibility of military equipment puts forward higher requirements on the microwave absorption materials. In addition, in recent years, a series of serious electromagnetic interference problems arose due to the multiplication of electronic products and devices in wireless communication tools, local area networks and other communication equipment. To solve these problems, considerable interest has been attracted to EM wave absorbing materials with higher efficiency and wider bandwidths. For a high performance EM wave absorbing material, excellent dielectric loss and magnetic loss are two important technical requirements. Carbon materials have been widely used as EM wave absorbing materials due to their lightweight, high conductivity, high stability and good dielectric properties, such as carbon nanotubes and graphene. However, the metal materials have good dielectric loss and show better magnetic loss than carbon materials, such as nickel, iron, cobalt. To acquire excellent EM wave absorbing properties, carbon materials are often combined with metal materials as absorber materials. Furthermore, it is worth noting that metal material has a whisker form and it has many interesting properties.

Since the discovery of metal whisker in 1946, it has been paid much attention because of the excellent physical and chemical properties. The whisker interior atoms are completely aligned in the same direction and position, forming an ideal crystal without any defects and having a high tensile strength. According to the previous reports, the strength of iron whisker is more than 100 times of the ordinary iron strength. In addition, they have good chemical stability, anti-high temperature, anti-oxidation and EM wave absorption performance. Zinc oxide whiskers have been used as absorber materials. However, the use of iron whiskers to do the absorber materials has not been reported. One of the important reasons is that the whisker is difficult to prepare. To obtain whisker, metal crystals can be placed for a long time to form metal whisker naturally. It can also be manufactured by artificial methods: one is evaporation coagulation method, the whisker material is sublimated or vaporized under vacuum or...
inert gas atmosphere environment and solidified at low temperature to form whisker; the other is chemical reaction method, as the reduction reaction of raw materials and furnace gas occurs, the whisker will grow. The synthesis method was selected according to different metal materials and iron whisker often use the chemical reaction method.\cite{14-16} However, above mentioned methods are too complex and costly, what’s more, the size of these iron whiskers reported in the literatures is from 2 to 20 \textmu m and the whisker size is so large that not conducive to the electromagnetic wave absorption. Graphene has excellent optical, electric and magnetic properties due to its unique single-layer carbon atomic structure and it has shown great potential application in many fields.\cite{17-19} EM wave absorption is one of an important application of graphene. For improving the EM wave absorption properties, graphene has been extensively compounded with other materials, such as metal material. Graphene/metal composite is usually prepared by two methods, that is, \textit{in situ} synthesis and precipitation methods. The \textit{in situ} synthesis method is that using metal substrate as the catalyst, graphene is formed on the metal surface by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) to obtain graphene/metal composite, and this method is also costly. Precipitation method is that metal ions and precipitants are added into graphene hydrogel successively to get metal hydroxide precipitated on the graphene surface, the product is freeze-dried and reduced to obtain graphene/metal composite, but this synthesis process is too complex.\cite{20-23} Xingchen Zhao et al. have reported the preparation of graphene-coated Fe nanocomposite and studied its EM wave absorption property, and this method they used is too complex and pollute environment.

In this paper, we used a new way to prepare iron whiskers. First, 3D GNs were prepared by CVD method using nickel foam as the substrate, and then the 3D graphenes/iron nanocoustic whisker composites (3D GNs/INAW) was successfully \textit{in situ} prepared by electrochemical deposition method under the electric field using 3D GNs as substrate. It should be expected for using as the absorber material in the electromagnetic wave absorption. The microwave absorbing properties of the nanocomposites have been studied. Moreover, the EM wave absorption performance of graphene and iron whisker composites has not been reported before.

**Experimental section**

**Preparation of 3D GNs**

3D GNs were prepared by CVD method using nickel foam as substrate.\cite{24} The nickel foam which cut the size of 10 mm (length) $\times$ 10 mm (width) $\times$ 2 mm (height) was washed by ultrasonic washing with ethanol and deionized water successively and dried in vacuum oven. The treated nickel foam was placed into a tube furnace under a mixed H$_2$/Ar/CH$_4$ atmosphere at 1000 °C for 5 minutes to deposit 3D GNs on this foam structure. The obtained graphene/nickel foam was immersed into HCl solution (3 M) at 80 °C for 7 hours to etch away metal nickel, and then washed with deionized water to get pure 3D GNs.

**Synthesis of 3D GNs/INAW composites**

The 3D GNs/INAW composites were synthesized and the schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1. For the synthesis of 3D GNs/INAW composites, a certain amount of FeCl$_2$ (1.5 M) and KCl (0.6 M) solutions were added into a plating tank, and a small amount of iron powders were placed into the plating tank to prevent the ferrous ion from being oxidized and hydrolyzed.\cite{26,27} The as-prepared 3D GNs were electrodeposited in plating tank placed in electric field at 25 °C under the electric current of 0.2 A and the electrodeposition time was 5 minutes. After the deposition, the 3D GNs/INAW composites containing few impurities were obtained. Then the products were acid-treated in HCl (1.5 M) solution for 3 minutes, washed with deionized water and dried in vacuum oven. Finally the resulting products were placed into a tube furnace with a hydrogen flow rate of 250 mL min$^{-1}$ at 450 °C for 2.5 hours to remove the oxides produced during the drying process, then cooled down to room temperature and the 3D GNs/INAW composites were obtained.

**Characterizations and microwave absorption measurements**

The morphology and microstructure of 3D GNs and 3D GNs/INAW composites were characterized by scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi S-4800, Japan) containing energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) and transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-100CX11, FEI). Raman spectra of samples were measured using a Lab RAM HR confocal Raman system with 532 nm diode laser excitation at room temperature. X-ray diffraction (XRD, X Pert Pro, PANalytical; with Cu K$_\alpha$ radiation) patterns were recorded to identify the phase structure. The hysteretic loops of samples were measured using Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM, Lake Shore 7410, Quantum Design). The reflection loss of composite films was measured by a network analyzer (Agilent technologies E8362B; 10 MHz to 20 GHz).

For EM parameter measurements, 3D GNs/INAW composites were uniformly mixed with 90 wt% paraffin, and the compounds were poured into the planar rectangular mold and dried about 24 hours in the air. The prepared films were tailored precisely to the size of a rectangular waveguide (22.86 mm $\times$ 10.16 mm) for EM wave parameters test.

**Results and discussion**

**Characterization of 3D GNs and 3D GNs/INAW composites**

The SEM images of 3D GNs, 3D GNs/INAW and INAW are shown in Fig. 2. It exhibits the microstructure of 3D GNs, 3D GNs/INAW and INAW. Fig. 2a shows that the 3D GNs have a translucent 3D connected network structure and the skeleton is the same as nickel foam. The wall of 3D GNs is so thin that the 3D network structure has a certain degree of damage. Fig. 2b is the high magnification of 3D GNs, it shows that the surface of 3D GNs is composed of a number of graphene sheets which have a size of about 4 \textmu m long and 3 \textmu m wide. The surface of 3D GNs is incomplete due to the contamination of nickel foam and the lattice defects. In addition, there are some amorphous carbons as shown by the white particles in the figure and this is due to the formation of carbon sphere during the CVD pyrolysis of the
gaseous carbon source. Fig. 2c shows the 3D GNs after the electrochemical deposition process, the surface of 3D GNs was covered with a plenty of INAW, iron particles and other impurities. The 3D structure is still maintained. Fig. 2d is the high magnification of the selected rectangular region of Fig. 2c. The surface of 3D GNs has been covered so much INAW that the graphene sheets almost could not be recognized. The INAW has rough surface with a lot of impurities and the whiskers are not randomly distributed. There exist a core and they show radial morphology with the core as a center, looking like pine needle shown as the picture on the right bottom corner in Fig. 2d. Fig. 2e is the high magnification SEM image of INAW. It is obvious to see that there are some iron nanoparticles and oxide impurities attached on the surface of INAW. Fig. 2f is the whisker after acid treatment and the low magnification image on the left bottom corner, the micromorphology of iron whiskers was observed clearly. It illustrates that the most of the oxide impurities and iron particles have been removed from the surface of INAW, the surface become pure and smooth. The as-prepared pine needle-like iron nano-acicular whisker constructed together with 3D GNs and the structures of iron whisker are similar with the pine needle and have a core, the average diameter of iron nano-acicular whisker structure is about 5 μm. They show radial morphology with the core as a center, and the mean whisker diameter of the individual iron nano-acicular whisker is about 150 nm.

The TEM images of 3D GNs and INAW are shown in Fig. 3. It is obvious to see that the graphene with a lot of folds are very thin and showed a translucent film in Fig. 3a. It also can be seen that there are some iron particles on the surface of graphene. The high magnification of graphene on the upper right corner indicates that the edge of graphene is clear. The layer numbers of the graphene sheets are few. Fig. 3b is the image of INAW. The mean size of INAW is about 90 nm and it may be part of the tip of INAW. Moreover, it can be found that the surface of INAW is smooth.

Fig. 4a is the Raman spectra of 3D GNs and 3D GNs/INAW composites. It can be seen that 3D GNs and 3D GNs/INAW composite mainly has three peaks, D peak (1350 cm\(^{-1}\)), G peak (1580 cm\(^{-1}\)) and 2D peak (2680 cm\(^{-1}\)). D peak is the defect peak, and the smaller \(I_D/I_G\) is, the higher graphene crystallinity is. The number of layers of graphene was calculated using the ratio of \(I_{2D}/I_G\), the layers increased with the ratio of \(I_{2D}/I_G\).\(^{29}\) In the figure, the small \(I_D/I_G\) ratio indicates that the graphene defects are less, and \(I_{2D}/I_G \approx 0.5\) means that the number of graphene layers is about 4 layers. In addition, several peaks of Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) appear on the Raman spectrum of 3D GNs/INAW composites, and it displays that a number of iron whiskers were oxidized. Fig. 4b depicts the XRD patterns of 3D GNs and 3D GNs/INAW. It can be seen that the 3D GNs have an obvious peak at 26.8 degree and it represents the graphene phase. From the XRD pattern of 3D GNs/INAW, it can be found that there are six main peaks and the strong peaks are Fe (110), Ni (200) and C (002). Furthermore, the prepared composite also exist the peak of Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\), Ni and C (the peak of 3D GNs), it indicates that there exist some Ni and oxide impurities.\(^{29}\) The presence of Ni and Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) is due to the fact that the nickel foam was not completely etched away and oxygen in the air oxidized a small amount of iron.

**Magnetic properties**

An optical picture of 3D GNs/INAW composites is shown in Fig. 5 on the right bottom corner, it reveals that the magnetism of 3D GNs/INAW composite is very strong. Fig. 5 shows the hysteretic loops of pure 3D GNs and 3D GNs/INAW composites, curve (A) is the hysteretic loop of pure 3D GNs. It shows that pure 3D GNs are non-magnetic. Curve (B) is the hysteretic loop of 3D GNs/INAW composite, and it is similar with the hysteretic loop of pure Fe. Curve (C) is the partial amplification drawing of curve (B), and it shows that the curvature of saturation hysteretic loop of the magnetic nanoparticles is large and the magnetism of 3D GNs/INAW composite is strong. The saturation magnetization (\(M_s\)) is about 42.65 emu g\(^{-1}\) and the coercivity (\(H_c\)) is 143 Oe. The results illustrate that the surface of 3D GNs modified by INAW is magnetization and ferromagnetism.\(^{29}\) Therefore, the 3D GNs/INAW composite has good magnetism and is easy to be adsorbed by magnet (this result is coincident with that of the optical picture in Fig. 5).
Fig. 2  (a) SEM image of 3D GNS. (b) High magnification SEM images of 3D GNS. (c) the 3D GNS after electrochemical deposition, (d) the high magnification SEM images of Fig. 1c and a pine needle on the right corner, (e) the high magnification SEM image of INAW, (f) the iron whisker after acid treatment and the macro image on the left corner, (g) the EDS spectrum image of the rectangular region selected in Fig. 1d.
Electromagnetic wave absorbing properties

The complex permittivity ($\varepsilon'$, $\varepsilon''$), permeability ($\mu'$, $\mu''$), dielectric loss tangent ($\tan \delta_\varepsilon$) and magnetic loss tangent ($\tan \delta_\mu$) spectra of 3D GNs and 3D GNs/INAW composite film vs. frequency are shown in Fig. 6. It illustrates the dielectric properties of 3D GNs and 3D GNs/INAW composite. Fig. 6a shows the complex permittivity of 3D GNs and 3D GNs/INAW composite in the frequency range of 8.2–12.4 GHz. The real part of these permittivity decrease with frequency increasing and the 3D GNs has a significant decline at 10.5 GHz. The imaginary part of 3D GNs/INAW is steady while the 3D GNs has a fluctuation at 10.5 GHz. The real and imaginary parts of 3D GNs and 3D GNs/INAW composites are very close and it is owing to the excellent dielectric properties of iron whiskers. The permeability ($\mu'$, $\mu''$) is shown in Fig. 6b that $\mu'$ and $\mu''$ values are complex and low compared with permittivity on account of their weak magnetic properties.

The value of $\mu'$ and $\mu''$ of 3D GNs is in the vicinity of 1 and 0, respectively and it is mainly owing to the poor magnetic properties of 3D GNs. As for the 3D GNs/INAW composite, it shows a higher permeability ($\mu'$, $\mu''$) values in the frequency of 8.2–12.4 GHz compared to 3D GNs. It is due to the magnetic properties of iron whisker. According to the experimental results for the EM parameters from Fig. 5a and b, the dielectric loss ($\tan \delta_\varepsilon$) and magnetic loss ($\tan \delta_\mu$) were calculated as shown in Fig. 6c in the frequency range of 8.2–12.4 GHz. It is known to us that the loss tangent means the loss properties of incidence EM wave in the microwave absorber. In general, the large loss tangent is expected. Fig. 6c shows that $\tan \delta_\varepsilon$ was comparatively higher than $\tan \delta_\mu$ regardless of the frequency and the type of absorbent. Thus, the reflection loss is mainly decided by the dielectric loss. From the comparison of $\tan \delta_\varepsilon$ and $\tan \delta_\mu$ of 3D GNs and 3D GNs/INAW composites in Fig. 6c, it finds that the $\tan \delta_\varepsilon$ of 3D GNs/INAW composites are steady relatively and greater in a large frequency range than 3D GNs. In addition, the $\tan \delta_\mu$ is also greater than 3D GNs almost in the whole frequency range. It is due to the poor magnetic loss of 3D GNs and 3D GNs/INAW composites has both dielectric loss and magnetic loss.

For single-layer absorber, according to the transmission theory, the calculation formulas were given as follows eqn (1) and (2):

$$R (\text{dB}) = 20 \log_{10} \left| \frac{Z_m - 1}{Z_m + 1} \right|$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
where $Z_{in}$ is the normalized input impedance at the free space and material interface, $\varepsilon_r = \varepsilon - j\varepsilon''$ is the complex permittivity, $\mu_r = \mu - j\mu''$ is the complex permeability of absorber, $f$ is the frequency of the microwaves in free space, $d$ is the thickness of the absorber, and $c$ is the velocity of light in free space.

The reflection loss of 3D GNS and 3D GNS/INAW composite are shown in Fig. 6d. It indicates that 3D GNS/INAW composite exhibit better microwave absorption in the same thickness (2 mm) compared to 3D GNS. The minimum reflection loss values of pure 3D GNS and 3D GNS/INAW composite is $-6.43$ dB at 7.28 GHz and $-12.81$ dB at 10.95 GHz, respectively. The bandwidth of the reflectivity below $-5$ dB reach 5.51 GHz, the absorption bandwidth ($<-10$ dB) increase from 2 to 2.16 GHz and the reflection peak shift to higher frequency region. It is mainly due to that iron whisker improved the electromagnetic properties of 3D GNS and caused an absorbing effect. Whisker material is conducive to the formation of the ideal network. It is easy to form a three-dimensional conductive web structure with a certain size when it is mixed with the matrix. The EM waves pass through the 3D web structure of INAW to produce induced current, and it could absorb the EM wave energy as heat emission. In addition, whisker material has a large aspect ratio. In the EM field, the sharp tip is easy to form a local strong electric field, and the limited conductivity causes the INAW needle to be polarized in a short time. In this case, each needle is used as an electrical dipole and incident electromagnetic waves will produce resonance, thus consuming the energy. Moreover, the INAW has significant magnetic losses due to its excellent magnetic properties. The minimum reflection loss shift to low frequency region with the thickness of 3D GNS/INAW composite increasing from 2 to 5 mm. In addition, the multiple absorbing peaks appear with the increasing of 3D GNS/INAW composite thickness, and the first absorbing peak bandwidths ($<-10$ dB) decrease. This may be due to the different travel path and time of incident microwave in the absorber with different thickness and the synergistic effect of microwave absorption. Table 1 shows the different magnetic particles/graphene composites and their properties. It indicates that 3D GNS/INAW composite has good EM wave absorbing performance compared to the published references. The reflection loss of 3D GNS/INAW composite was up to $-12.81$ dB and the frequency bandwidth could reach to 2.16 GHz in the frequency range of 2–18 GHz. The 3D GNS/INAW composite exhibits excellent EM wave
absorbing properties, and it has potential application in the field of electromagnetic wave absorption.

Conclusions

3D GNs/INAW composites had been successfully synthesized through a simple electrochemical deposition process. The pine needle-like iron whiskers were uniformly deposited the surface of 3D GNs, and the structures of iron whiskers were similar with the pine needle and had a core, the average diameter of iron nano-acicular whisker structure was about 5 μm. They showed radial morphology with the core as a center, and the mean whisker diameter of the individual iron nano-acicular whisker was about 150 nm. The saturation magnetization \( (M_s) \) of iron nano-acicular whisker composites was about 42.65 emu g\(^{-1}\) and the coercivity \( (H_c) \) was 143 Oe. The experimental results indicate that 3D GNs/INAW composites demonstrated much better characteristics of microwave absorption. In the frequency range of 2–18 GHz, the lowest reflection loss value of the 3D GNs/INAW composites with a thickness of 2 mm could reach \(-12.81\) dB at 10.95 GHz and the effective absorption bandwidth below \(-10\) dB was 2.16 GHz. The EM wave absorbing performance is mainly owing to the good magnetic properties of iron whisker and the synergistic effect of microwave absorption and electromagnetic matching. It shows that the iron nano-acicular whisker material can improve EM wave absorbing performance effectively and has potential applications.
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